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PRESS RELEASE  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  
 

Gig Werks Wins Microsoft's 2010 Partner Technical Excellence Award  
Microsoft announces Gig Werks as the winner of the Area Partner Technical Excellence Award 
 
July 2010, New York, NY – Microsoft recently announced that Gig Werks are the winners of the Partner 

Technical Excellence Award. The award recognizes a partner with advanced Microsoft specialization that 

has demonstrated technical leadership and drove significant impact for customers, building solutions on 

the Microsoft stack with the understanding of interoperability, integration, and consistent technical 

architecture. Gig Werks was chosen amongst all the partners in the NY/NJ area due to the exemplary 

work done for clients over the last year and in recognition of the organizations highly developed and 

skilled staff. 

Joe Giegerich, President of Gig Werks, had this to say about the award:  

“Microsoft’s recognition of Gig Werks technical excellence was profoundly gratifying. As a boutique 

company we take great pride in the excellence of the work we produce and invest heavily in the quality 

of our staff and ongoing training (http://bit.ly/cARYwD). Being up against 12,000 partners in Microsoft’s 

most competitive market - standing out amongst our peers is even more significant for our company 

and a testimony to the hard work and dedication of all our staff.” 

The Award was presented at the 2010 Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference in Washington, DC. Gig 

Werks is very excited to be recognized by Microsoft and looks forward to bringing their “Technical 

Excellence” to all current and future clients over the coming year. 

“The achievements highlighted by these partners demonstrates their abilities to create and deliver 

innovative products and solutions to local customers,” said Jack Braman, vice president for Microsoft's 

Small and Mid-market Solutions and Partners (SMS&P) in the East region. “Microsoft is pleased to 

acknowledge and honor these organizations, and we recognize their strength in driving innovation and 

success for businesses in the region." 

About Gig Werks  
Gig Werks is an Award Winning Microsoft Gold and Field Managed Partner with certified expertise in 

SharePoint, Business Intelligence, Custom Application Development and Advanced Infrastructure. Gig 

Werks expertise also includes the Pillars of SharePoint: Business Intelligence, Enterprise Content 

Management (ECM), Web Content Management (WCM), Collaboration, Business Process Automation, 

Search, Portals as well as Unified Communications. Gig Werks provides clients with secure, connected 

solutions that streamline business processes and yield maximum returns on investment.  
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